Ceilencio®

Unmatched functionality. Unlimited geometry.

Endless Possibilities
Decoustics has revolutionized custom ceilings again with the Ceilencio suspension system. Ceilencio breaks all the rules. This complete ceiling system is 100% downwardly accessible and can be tailored to perfectly complement your designs — meaning any pattern you can dream up can go up. Now, your design is limited only by your imagination.

Completely Custom
What makes Ceilencio different? Each suspension system is custom designed, engineered and manufactured to meet the needs of the design. Any shape, any size, any configuration — there are no design limits with Ceilencio.

A Versatile Choice
Ceilencio can be integrated with a number of Decoustics materials and finishes, including:
- Claro® acoustical panels
- Quadrillo® and Solo-M natural wood acoustical panels
- Metallo metallic-finish acoustic panels
- A full range of fabric and vinyl options available in acoustical and non-acoustical options
Ultimate design flexibility for your ceilings.

Triangles. Diamonds. Pentagons. Any shape you want. This complete ceiling solution can be tailored to perfectly complement your designs, without sacrificing convenience and performance.

- Each suspension system is custom designed, engineered and manufactured to meet the needs of your project.
- Individualized custom butterfly clips are designed and built to accommodate your project. Every Ceilencio project is unique, so every butterfly clip is too.
- The Ceilencio grid installs easily, and 100% downwardly accessible panels provide convenient access to the plenum.
- Multiple Decoustics finishes can be specified into the Ceilencio grid system.

Endless Customizability.
Custom butterfly clips are designed and manufactured for each project, accommodating its specific layout.

Start Dreaming up the Possibilities.
How will your next ceiling take shape? Contact us to explore how completely customized solutions can enhance your projects.